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Hiring momentum remains firm, unemployment rate falls to record low
Canada’s labour market added more heat in March as positive hiring momentum continued and the
unemployment rate fell to a record low. After an Omicron- related rebound of 337k persons in February, Labour
Force Survey employment increased by solid 72.5k persons (0.4 per cent) in March – a touch lower than the
consensus and our forecast for an 80k gain. Total employment now exceeds February 2020 by 2.3 per cent and
came in 4.0 per cent higher than a year ago.
Under the surface, the details were firm. Full- time hiring rose by 92.7k persons (0.6 per cent) while part- time
employment fell 20k. Increased demand workers looks has lifted both hiring and shifted part- time workers into
full- time hours. Total hours worked exceeded topline hiring with a 1.3 per cent m/m increase and are nearly
three per cent higher than February 2020.
Net gains in employment were split relatively evenly between goods (30.6k) and services (41.9k), although
relative growth in the former was stronger at 0.8 per cent. Industry gains were led by construction (14.0k),
accommodations and foodservices (15k), other private services (14.1k) and public administration (11.7k).
Lifting of capacity restrictions and vaccine proof in a handful of provinces likely contributed the improvement
in high-touch services sectors, while building activity increased. March recorded a sharp increase in selfemployed workers (31.1k or 1.2 per cent) and private- sector employment (39k or 0.3 per cent).
Among provinces, Ontario (up 35.k) and Quebec (up 27.1k) led March gains. New Brunswick (up 4.1k) and
PEI (0.8k) gains were significant given their populations but added little to headline figures. Manitoba recorded
an employment decline of 4.1k persons, while other western provinces recorded insignificant gains or losses.
Labour force expansion was constrained by growth in the working age population contributing to further tightening
of the labour market. Population rose 0.1 per cent m/m and 1.3 per cent y/y, sharply lagging employment gains.
Both participation and employment rates have recovered to pre- pandemic levels, while the unemployment
plunged to 0.2 pp to 5.3 per cent which is the lowest on record going back to 1976. A scramble for workers
pushed y/y growth in hourly earnings to 3.4 per cent from 3.1 per cent in February, although this is in part being
driven by strong hiring growth in the technology sector. With inflation sitting at 5.7 per cent, we can expect wage
growth to intensify as firms adjust staﬀ pay due to market competition and broader price increases.
Another strong performance in March and clear overheating of the labour market provides yet another reason
for the Bank of Canada to move 50 basis points next week.
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